BURN HALL HR.SEC.SCHOOL SRINAGAR
PREPARATORY WINTER ASSIGNMENT FOR CLASS 7TH
G. SCIENCE
1. Read lessons of unit 1 and do the book exercise on file papers.
2. Collect different kinds of animal fibre and paste them in your scrap
book. ( roll no. 1 to 30)
3. Collect leaves of different plants found in forest and paste them in
your scrape book . write detailed description about each leaf. (
Roll no. 31 to 57).
4. Write a paragraph on the following topics .
a. Nothing is waste in forest.
b. Interdependence of living organism.( Food chain and food web
along with diagrame on a chart paper).
c. Water cycle and water conservation( Along with digram on a
chart paper).
5. Make a model of roof rainwater harvesting.
MATHEMATICS
1. Make models of two dimensional and three dimensional shapes with
the help of any material ( Triangle, Rectangle , Parallelogram ,
Square , Cuboid , Cube , Cone ).
2. On separate sheets describe all the related formulas of Area and
volume of the related model and solve all the exercise from chapter “
Perimeter and Area”.
ENGLISH
1. Read the novel ‘Mr oliver’s Diary’ by Ruskin Bond. Publisher
Penguin Books. Rate Rs.150- available in book stores of Srinagar.
a. Write your feelings about the main character of the novel.
b. Summarize the story in your own words ( about 2 pages ).
2. Read the following poems by Rabindranath tagore:
a. Where the mind is without fear .
b. A prayer foe strength.
i.
What message do you get from these poems?
ii.
Write poet’s profile.
3. Read the 1ST six stories from your literature reader.
Write an Essay on: 1. My Experience During the Days of unrest
2.. Unforgettable Day of my Like.
URDU
Group A ( Roll no. 1 to 30 )
1. Interview with any reputed doctor , write about his views on
hardwork and discipline.

Group B ( Roll no. 31 to 58)
1. Collect pictures of authors
A. Sir syed ahmed khan.
B. Iqbal.
Write about their life and literary works.
HINDI
1. Interview with any reputed doctor . Write about his views on hardwork
and displine.
2. Collect pictures of authors Bharat bas and Rabindernath tagore. Write
about their life and literary works.
SOCIAL STUDIES
PROJECT WORK :
1. Make a chart of the new emerging kingdoms of the early Medieval
period along with their time period .
2. Make a list of some slogan on social issues for advertising .
Collect information on the following & evaluate their role in
Advertisement :
 Banner
 Billboard
 Poster
 Flex
 Newspapers
3. Learn & Revise the portion of UNIT 1 .
KASHMIRI
1. write ten words of a vowel and make five new words from the last
letter of the word as teen, neem, meel.
2. Write a short note on “Suya”
3. Collect the information about the tourist spot of “Ladakh” and paste
some pictures also.
Punjabi
1. Write 10 Sentences On “Zoo” And Collect Pictures Of Animals
And Paste Them On Your Notebook.
2. Write Some Interesting Moments With Your Best Friend.
3. Write a Short Story On “Greedy”
4. Collect Pictures Of Famous Personalities And Paste Them On
The Notebook.

